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Friends Quiz 30

1. Where have the friends just decided to go as Phoebe's waters break?

2. Chandler books a romantic trip to Vermont that Monica cannot attend because her restaurant is
fully booked for a month. Who does he take instead?

3. In which State was Alice when Phoebe went into labour?

4. On their break in Atlantic City, why does Monica want to switch rooms the first time?

5. Which friend manages to stop Emma crying after Rachel wakes her up mid-sleep?

6. What is the first gift that Phoebe buys Joey for Christmas, in an attempt to get Rachel to move
back with her?

7. What is the second gift that Phoebe buys Joey for Christmas, in an attempt to get Rachel to move
back with her?

8. Who does Phoebe ask to give her away at her and Mike's wedding?

9. Who ends up giving away Phoebe at her and Mike's wedding?

10. Who is Phoebe's on-and-off wedding planner?

11. What does Phoebe call the rat that lives in her apartment, much to Mike's disgust?

12. What does Rachel let out of the kitchen pot in surprise when Duncan reveals he is Phoebe's
husband?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Atlantic City
2. Ross
3. Delaware
4. There's lipstick n the glasses
5. Monica
6. A drum kit

7. A tarantula
8. Joey
9. Chandler
10. Monica
11. Bob
12. A pigeon

Sphinx Phoenix 
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